CONTENT GUIDE

Content guides are created for every production to support you in deciding what productions are a good fit for your young people.

Violence
When an unknown student enters her bedroom, a character threatens to “pummel” them if they don’t leave. A yelling exchange occurs.

Sexuality
Mild sexual innuendo, including a reference to sexting, discussion of historical figures’ sexuality, unfortunate naming of the song, “Great Balls of Fire.”

Language
Significant cursing includes words such as, “pissed,” “shitty,” “asshole,” “badass,” “hell,” and, “f—k.” Other profanity is present, including “Jesus!” and “Oh my God!”

Drinking, Drugs, and Smoking
There is one mention of alcohol in a glamorous light.

Mature Themes
Significant content around childhood and terminal illness, death and dying, and organ transplants. A brief reference to a cyber-bullying experience.

If you have any questions about the content of I and You, please contact us at info@steppingstonetheatre.org.